Hot fall fashion trend? Why YOU need a black cloak for the city's coolest new "social club".

Bored in Toronto this weekend? Check out the city's coolest new "social club"!

Subliminal messaging "not present" in new music video, says Drake at city's coolest new "social club".

10 ways to sacrifice a pigeon to Drake and also join Toronto's coolest new "social club".
EDITORIAL

Oh Turrono, you endless source of comedy.

From the characters to the culture, the sports to the seasons, and the bike lanes to the lack of bike lanes: there really is a lot to love and hate about this glorious city.

And what love and hate you all showed! Our first (!!!) idea meeting of the year was a triumphant return from plague times, held back only by lack of foresight when ordering pizza (so many of you showed up!)

If this publication is something that interests you, please come out to our next one! Over half (!!!) of this month’s content is from first-time contributors, and that could be YOU.

First, follow us on Instagram @thetoikeoike and be at our website (toike.skule.ca) to sign up for our mailing list. There you’ll hear about our idea meetings, distribution sessions, and other fun events we get up to! Back to this issue—what an issue it is. Skule(m) is in fall swing, the mayoral election is on its way, and Alberta is trying to poach us all. Combine that with the continued existence of suburbs and we have an endless source of inspiration to draw from.

Come trip through the pages and find something that reminds you of our home, because we’ve got something for every Skulegian within these pages.

And with that, I bid you all best of luck on midterms: warm and cozy, and a special thanks to everyone who contributed to this issue.

Hope to see you at our next meeting.

Navin Vanderwert
Editor-in-Chief

WRITE-ITORIAL

Ah, another day, another Toike.

Dearest and most beloved readers, I have a delicious fact for you. Did you know that the ‘T’ in Toike stands for Toronto? Uh, I mean “Toronto”—Torontoo—shit. How the fuck do you spell it? I’m pretty sure there’s a ‘T’ at the beginning anyway.

Whatever the ‘correct’ spelling may be, our writers certainly don’t know either. I am delighted to announce that out of all the articles we meticulously poured over, not a single one of them had [insert city name here]’s name spelled correctly.

We didn’t even tell them to do that, everyone just knew. It was like the Toike had possessed every writer in some kind of hive mind and let me tell you, truly warms my cold dead heart.

Speaking of cold dead hearts, I wonder if our profs will pity us on and curve the shit out of the midterms. As steep a hill to climb as they are, I truly do hope so. Hey profs will take pity on us and give us all. Combine that with the excitement of living in some kind of hivemind reminded you of our home, because we’ve got something for every Skulegian within these pages.

And with that, I bid you all best of luck on midterms: warm and cozy, and a special thanks to everyone who contributed to this issue.

Hope to see you at our next meeting.

Navin Vanderwert
Editor-in-Chief

PIGEON ARRESTED AT WELLESLEY STATION: FARE EVASION A SERIOUS CRIME

Tee T. Cee
Toike Investigator

Earlier this week in Turrono, in possibly the dumbest turn of events yet (which is saying a lot for the Tittyronto Police), a pigeon was arrested at Wellesley station for not paying its TTC fare. The arrest was made Monday evening, soon after Police herded a bunch of Raccoons and day-drunk hipsters out of Trinity Bellwoods park in the city’s latest crackdown on encampments for the unhoused.

A rat on the scene, Frank, recalled seeing two special constables whip out a set of pigeon-sized handcuffs to try and subdue the bird. “It was madness,” he stated. “I watched these two guys sprint up and down the train platform hopping over people visiting the Pit and attempt to be cuff this pigeon.

When they finally somehow caught him, they fastened the handcuffs around his legs, which I thought was stupid.”

The police called for back-up after realizing that cuffing the pigeon’s legs does jack shit to hinder its mobility, and watched it once again fly into the air. The pigeon now faces charges of fare evasion and resisting arrest.

This year was a triumphant reaffirmation of foresight when ordering pizza (so many of you showed up!). Over half (!!!) of this month’s content is from first-time contributors, and that could be YOU.

With love from the city of Toronto’s nonto Metropolitan University, Emaan, Grace & Maria Senior Staff Writers 21-22-
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We didn’t even tell them to do that, everyone just knew. It was like the Toike had possessed every writer in some kind of hive mind and let me tell you, truly warms my cold dead heart.

Speaking of cold dead hearts, I wonder if our profs will pity us on and curve the shit out of the midterms. As steep a curve as the walls of the deeply inconvenient pit in front camps. As steep as zo00’s Pivot mums. So curvy that you would say “Wow, that’s really curvy. That’s a really curvy curve, man.” (Please just let me pass my classes or I will fill the pit with my tears of sorrow.)
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RAPIST GRILL: I.C. WEINER
FACTORY: ELMERS OR THAT PURPLE STICK?
review of Turrono:

Wet Wonder
Toikey Food

As a lover of all things wet, I feel it is my duty to provide the world with a very detailed description of the several sources of “wetness” in Turrono.

The Bahen Fountains:
These fountains are deliciously moist.

They’re full of luxurious clear H2O that pours along the fountain wall and disaggregates into the air. Where does it go? No one knows.

Now, this water is crisp, fresh, and tastes slightly salty. Rumor has it, the water flows into the fountain basin itself, and is replenished with the tears of Eugsics in their (finally open) common room.

Nathan Philips Foun-
tain:
This wet wonderland is

(0P-ED): WHY IS IT BAGGED? LET’S TALK ABOUT TORONTO’S MILK PROBLEM
M. Jugs
Toikey Grocer

Listen, I may not be a born and raised Torontonian, but there’s a reason why I’ve found myself in a life of crippling student debt just to come to uni

TMU students have called the move clout chasing, and this class division has been proven false by Toikeys independent fact checkers. I even noticed that TMU had any clout to begin with.

In other news, the Toi-
ke has also heard rumors that Toxic tv is planning to rename itself North Ryerson College. York administration has refused requests for any comments.

Olles Fan
Toikey Sports

In mid-July, after several roster moves, it seemed that the Turrono Maple Leafs were on the verge of goathing following the end of last season in a way!!!
They had announced the signing of several players, bringing in several exciting new faces.

On Wednesday, the 21st of September, Durham announced that the Turrono Maple Leafs had signed Zomboni driver and former emergency room bag holdup goatherd David Ayres to a 6-year contract worth an estimated $10 million. This was a no-brainer for the Leafs, as Ayres was a fan favorite and had a history of exciting play.

Tiddy-shaped bags of milk, I’d be fine with that.

suck, I thought, ‘why don’t we

try the Myhal Center for Engineering Innovation & Entrepreneurship, replacing it with affordable housing?”

Some have questioned where the funding will come from for this ex-

traordinary project. Mayor John Tory responded with, “Don’t worry about it,” then added, “Not to worry.” Unfortunately, unnamed Robert Ripley could not be reached for comment.

“Hopefully, this will be just one of many steps in moving people in (out of) the homeless shelters and into more permanent housing,” Tory concluded in his statement.

The walls of the tanks will remain glass, as they are the only way the aquarium will stay open to the public in its entirety for the foreseeable future.

This new plan is hopeful-
ly the beginning of a new wave of innovative and ex-
citing ideas meant to help quell the housing bubble. Other ideas that have come as a result include, “building houses on Lake Ontario”, “drilling holes in the Gardiner Expressway and moving people in them”, “allowing people to sleep in cracks while new skyscrapers are built”, and the most popular of all, “demolishing Maple Leaf Gardens and replace-
ing effortlessly to fix this urgent issue, however, as of recently, nothing has been worked. It’s unclear if this is due to incompetence, laziness, or effort simply or just time.

This bold plan involves draining all of the water out of the selected tanks first. Then, the animals shall be extracted, dead or alive (probably dead). Furniture will be moved in (at the tenant’s discretion), and the funding will now be sold and tenants will stay open to the public in its entirety for the foreseeable future.
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The best way to get around downtown!
WHAT SUBWAY STATION ARE YOU?

TTC Creep
Toile Vibe Checker

Yellow Line:
1. Finch: Do you routine-
ly get stomped over and
then sweep it under the
rug because you’re a good re-
source but nothing more? 
Congratulations: You’re Finch. Also, maybe invest in a therapist.
2. North York Center: Are you surreptitiously a suck-
er for normalcy, refuse to stand out, and want noth-
ing more but to blend in? Hi, North York Center.
3. Sheppard-Yonge: This is for the people who go by two names. If that’s you, then you’re Shep-
pard-Yonge. Why do you do that? Is one name not good enough for you?
4. York Mills: Do you crave entertainment but fail to find it? Do you decide to be-
come your own entertain-
ment? You’re York Mills.
5. Old Mill: If you’re po-
tentially into wanting to be
alone for all of eternity or if that’s the situation you usu-
ally find yourself in, this is you.
6. Eglinton: If you have a fix-me kink and refuse to let go of it, you’re Eglinton.
7. Parkville: I actually to-
tally missed this one while
writing this article and had to double back to it. If you’re not memorable
and/or easily forgettable,
then sweep it under the
rug because you’re a good re-
source but nothing more.
8. St. Clair: Reminds me of
cocoa every time I hear its
name. If you’re into that,
you’re St. Clair.
9. Summerhill: Do you live by piecing things
together and just hope it works? Do you? If you do, then you’re Summerhill.
No clue who decided to merge the
two and random words together but okay.
10. Rosedale: Why are you such a prize on the
rest of us in line 1 aren’t?
So quirky, you try hard.
11. Downsview: If you’re
to read this? Is this you?
Back off.
12. Wellesley: Do you have the tendency to confuse yourself? Do your speech
to make no sense? You’re Wellesley, and I’m into you.
13. Agincourt: Do you have a hidden agenda 
that requires you to be in more for peo-
ple or your own purposes? You’re Agincourt.
14. Dundas: If you’re one
ing the herds and have been
to change your name yourself.
or plan to, you’re Dun-
as.
15. Queen: If you like to ag-
itate people, try gatekeep-
ing information, you’re Queen. Go you, girlish.
Fuck the patriarchy. I have been googling to see if this station was named
for Chinese or for Romans, but Queen doesn’t mean me to know.
Don’t love it, but respect it.
16. King: Specific but if
you’re into the culture in a
meaningless relationship with someone who has a 9 minute walk 
away from you, you’re
King.
17. Union: If you like stir-
gring drama and refuse to 
life a day but do you happen
ness, you’re Yorkdale. But you’re not totally wrong.
18. St. Andrew: For all the
Andrians of Turrono, this is you. But wait, at least you don’t break like Eglinton.
19. Osgoode: If you’re an
ividual who thinks changing all the variable
code is enough to not flag
your life by illicitly being
a minority but mostly
nerables, this is you.
20. Yorkdale: Do you think
ple have issues with pro-
nouncing your name even
when it’s spelled exactly
as it’s pronounced, this is you. Also, I’m sorry.
21. Wilson: Because I have the
need to me, I have nothing to do with you, but if you’re
member of this society.
22. Sheppard-Yonge: Find a
vocation and get a job.
This isn’t worth it.
23. Eglinton West: If you’re
directionally challenged? Do
you randomly find yourself
in your own life?
24. York University: Stop try-
ning so hard to be a con-
venience, you’re really not.
Maybe consider reflecting
on what people think of you,
and whether you’ve been chosen
to brand yourself.
25. Pioneer Village: Do you
be consider seeking some
in learning how to develop your
social skills.
26. Highway 407: If you
make me walk to your house,
then I’m sorry. This is you.
27. Dundas: Don’t even,
people privilege exists.
28. St. Clair West: So quirkily of you to be differ-
ent, I hate it. This is you.
29. Vaughan Metropolitan
is by the fact that you 
tried to wear makeup to look
pretty. Don’t be considered
merit of this earth, this is you.
30. Yorkdale: If you find
niversity and are a duf-
terly get treated as a duf
situations.

Green Line:
31. Kipling: How does it feel
to be a side character?
32. Islington: If you’re a
pathological liar, this is you.
33. Royal York: Who do
you think you are? If
you’re not extra, this is you.
But go off, we love to see it.
34. Parliament: Isn’t your
back hurts right now, this is you. Also, consider seeing
a chiropractor…you’re too
young for this, trust me.
35. Jane: Um, yeah and
random, I know. Just
There’s no much more
work involved.
36. Runnymede: If peo-
people with issues of pro-
nouncing your name even
when it’s spelled exactly
as it’s pronounced, this is you. Also, I’m sorry.
37. Don Mills: If you don’t
mean to go? This is you,
but you were supposed to
to go to Finch… whoops.
38. Lansdowne: Do you have a problem ad-
ting that half of your issues
stem from the fact that you
pretend to like you? Yeah uh,
maybe consider it.
39. Dufferin: Do you reg-
ularly get treated as a duf-
fal? If so, this is you.
40. York Mills: Do you crave
geek anymore? Also, nobody

Purple Line:
41. Lawrence West: God,
if this station was named
for Chinese or for Romans,
then swept to the sidelines
and fake in order for peo-
ple to like you? Yeah uh,
this is you.
42. York Mills: Do you crave
ily get treated as a duf
situations.

Blue Line:
43. Yorkdale: Do you think
niversity and are a duf
situations.

Red Line:
44. Runnymede: If peo-
people with issues of pro-
nouncing your name even
when it’s spelled exactly
as it’s pronounced, this is you. Also, I’m sorry.

45. High Park: Are you just
a vacation spot for the
general public but never a
in this? This is you.
46. Keele: You don’t have
wear makeup to look
but, uh, maybe con-
sider it.
47. Downsview: If you’re
to let go of your
problems and simply es-
calate them because you’re
bored, you’re Downswe.
48. Lansdowne: You have a
problem admitting that
half of your issues
stem from the fact that you
pretend to like you? Yeah uh,
this is you, Lansdowne.
49. Dufferin: Do you reg-
ularly get treated as a duf-
fal? If so, this is you.
Also, you don’t have to be
Dufferin you know? Learn
not to be in fear of social
is by the fact that ROM ex-
ists, this is you.
50. Osgoode: If you’re an
atal? Hi, Kennedy. Was this
for all the
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Yellow Line: East: The last copycat on the list. If you are you a subway station
you were always picked as the last in team sports, this is you. Also, how’s therapy
going?
68. Ellesmer: If you have a pretty name with a shit
existence or are you just
in a society concept and are actually in
need of a hug? This is you.
51. Castle Frank: Are you an ab-
olute menace but appear
not to be in fear of social
orms? Chester, do better.
52. Main Street: If you’re
"get tired of everything?? Also, stop
laugh at your Main Street.
53. Woodbine: Hate winter
refuse to dress warmly
cause you’re too cute
by the fact that you
wasn’t. This is you, Woodbin.
54. Woodbine: Hate winter
refuse to dress warmly
cause you’re too cute
by the fact that you
wasn’t. This is you, Woodbin.
55. Castle Frank: Suffer-
by an impending doom,
ast isn’t sexy. Rip. But hey,
from the standpoint of

64. Kennedy: Do you have
fear of being shallow and potentially
made of money? Hi, nice yach
Donlands…how much property do you
again? Asking for a friend.
65. Main Street: If you’re
ere to live out your main
al energy. This might
as it’s pronounced, this is

61. Scarborough Center: If you’re emo-
cially invested in more than 3 people
already this year, this is you.
Also, chill out. 
62. Woodbine: Hate winter
refuse to dress warmly
cause you’re too cute
by the fact that you
wasn’t. This is you, Woodbin.
63. Main Street: If you’re
ere to live out your main
al energy. This might
as it’s pronounced, this is

60. Bayview: Are you a pretty name with a shit
existence or are you just
in a society concept and are actually in
need of a hug? This is you.
57. Castle Frank: Suffer-
by an impending doom,
ast isn’t sexy. Rip. But hey,
from the standpoint of
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as it’s pronounced, this is
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57. Castle Frank: Suffer-
by an impending doom,
ast isn’t sexy. Rip. But hey,
from the standpoint of

TOIKEOSCOPES

Are you the kind of Toronto saying “Toronto” without a “r” sound? Aren’t we simple back in Victo.

Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar after all, you should steal the Ryerson Ram? They list, and follow @thetoikeoike on Instagram.

Are the kids of Toronto saying “Toronto”? Yes, they are.
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Obviously Weeknd fans across the GTA are furious; as this is now the fourth time in a row, that the Weeknd has had to cancel their concert in Toronto.

One shitty hockey team (the Leafs) does to us what my dad likes to call "unfair" about every other year finally wins something and now I can't go to the Weeknd concert? What is wrong with this city?

It's not clear when the Weeknd will be returning to Toronto, however, it is clear that this show will be cancelled again. With Maple Leafs fans over the moon, Weeknd fans are protesting for hockey to be cancelled forever.

"I think it's a childhood game with too much danger. The players ram into each other. It's a game that's evolved and we can't take away that thing that is good in this world like the Weeknd."

Well now I can definitely tell who's the life of the party… Because that's what I need to fill up the 56 years that I need to wait for the Weeknd to win the cup.

Happy Leafs Parade eh! We're finally world champs babyyyyyyyyyyy.

As I observe him over the noise of the train, I saw him brush his hair back and stand near one of the doors. He stood an appropriate distance away, just close enough so I could admire him for more than his voice. He was definitely worth missing my 9 AM lecture.

The subway arrived and I sat right next to the door. The seat had a white stain, but it was the only empty spot. I smiled as my favorite love song came on.

As I resolved to talk to him once we entered a lecture hall, I saw him brush his hair back and stand near one of the doors. He stood an appropriate distance away, just close enough so I could admire him for more than his voice. He was definitely worth missing my 9 AM lecture.

So far we've only had two lawsuits!

However, after a two-year hiatus due to COVID-19 restrictions, this year's post-exhibition cleanup has proven to be a far greater challenge. The odor from the Weeknd's concert has been dubbed "The Weeknd Smell" by employees and is too pungent to cause any trouble for the sanitization workers, who are equipped with a mask, goggles, and protective clothing. It's gotten really bad in the past, but our first post since COVID-19 is in an entirely new place. We've lost our top floors and two of our most popular lunch counters to "The Weeknd Smell".

But not all is well in Toronto. With the Stanley Cup finally back home, it's just another six days until the entire city can attend (40 million people and all!) and watch as the Leafs make a run for the cup. Please just once in my lifetime. Come on, hooters, cheering in the bleachers, and a pug/life-size papier-mâché he sat across from me, pretty head bobbing up and down as his long eye-lashes fluttered in the breeze. I start daydreaming of our future together...

The bus shook me as I sat on the crusty seat with my earbuds in, the heroine of a romance novel hoping to be noticed by a stranger. Although an Engineering computer student doesn't fit the trope, I could dream.

The bus door opened and I sat right next to the door. The seat had a white stain, but it was the only empty spot. I smiled as my favorite love song came on.

As I observed over the noise of the train, I saw him brush his hair back and stand near one of the doors. He stood an appropriate distance away, just close enough so I could admire him for more than his voice. He was definitely worth missing my 9 AM lecture.

So far we've only had two lawsuits!

For 2022, however, the forecast shows mild winters and hot summers, with occasional thunderstorms in the summer months. It's believed that this will help reduce the spread of the Weeknd Smell, allowing the city to return to normalcy. However, some Weeknd fans are still looking forward to the Day of Reckoning, when they hope to see the Atlanta-based artist perform in Toronto once again.
Reach steins fam

toonie tuesdays is back at steins

$2 shots of kool-aid

bring all your friends
all of them

reject false gods